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If, like me, you’re a member of various social media groups where you’re required to 
write some form of bio, then you’ll probably know just how difficult it can be writing 
about yourself.

It can be hard to decide what to put in, and sometimes, more importantly, what to leave out!

Your bio doesn’t only need to reach your target audience; it also needs to make them sit 
up, take notice, and then take action!

Do you realize it isn’t only you who finds writing profile summaries difficult? Other 
people do, too!

AND THAT, RIGHT THERE, SHOULD BE YOUR...
Lightbulb-Dollar-In-Your-Pocket Moment!

LinkedIn offers freelance entrepreneurs and home-based businesses a tremendous 
platform to connect and network with prospective clients.

Many people use other social media sites such as Facebook or Twitter, but what ’s so 
great about LinkedIn is that it ’s specifically for business people.

From the CEOs of international corporations, right through to
work-at-home entrepreneurs just like you, LinkedIn is where you can connect to people 
at every level.

LINKEDIN IS YOUR
Fast Track GOLDMINE

On LinkedIn, a bio is called your profile summary. For clarity, during this course it could 
be referred to as either a bio or a profile summary.

Before you can start writing bios for other people, first you’ll need one of your own. To 
do this, I will guide you through setting up your own profile page on LinkedIn.

Even if you already have a LinkedIn account, it may still be worth checking through the 
steps shown here to ensure you have everything optimized.

Just follow the steps below.

Setting Up a LinkedIn Account
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STEP 1: Getting Your LinkedIn Account
Start by visiting LinkedIn’s welcome page at www.linkedin.com 

Setting Up a LinkedIn Account

1 Complete this page on the right 
and select Join Now.

Enter a cell phone number to 
receive your security code.2

STEP 2: Building Your Basic Profile

1
When you complete this section, it shows your location to other members on 
LinkedIn. You will need to put a valid zip code in the postal code box.
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Setting Up a LinkedIn Account

Choose what you put here wisely. Remember you want to attract the right 
business people to your account. Using keywords that potential customers 
will use to find you is important.

2

You can either put in the company you work for or choose self- employed; 
various options will come up.3
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Setting Up a LinkedIn Account

LinkedIn will send a message to the email address you entered on signing 
up. This message will contain a code you need to enter here to confirm your 
address.

4

At this point, you are given the opportunity to import your email contacts. If 
you don’t wish to do this, select Skip instead of Continue.5
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Setting Up a LinkedIn Account

If you select continue, a warning screen will appear telling you importing your 
contacts allows LinkedIn to use the information and that your contacts may 
also be deleted.

6

If you’d rather not enter your date of birth, you can choose to skip this.
7

LinkedIn will now suggest various people you could connect with. This is 
based on the information you have entered. It is best to skip this now, as your 
profile isn’t yet fully built and you may want to be more specific about the 
connections you make.

It also won’t be particularly useful for you to connect with other copywriters 
as it is unlikely they will be a good business source.

8
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STEP 3: Adding Your Photograph

Setting Up a LinkedIn Account

According to LinkedIn statistics, profiles with photos get viewed on average 21 times 
more than those without. 

By using a professional headshot, you will attract 14 times more visitors to your profile. 

You can also expect to receive more messages, too, as the chances increase by 36 times 
when a profile photo is included.

Even if you don’t have a professional headshot, it is important to add a good quality 
profile photograph.

Make sure the image you choose is clear and, if possible, captures your personality 
while remaining business-like. By this I mean try to avoid holiday photos or selfie shots 
of you wearing a sombrero! Instead, choose something flattering where preferably you 
are smiling.

A profile photo should be a headshot only, not a full body shot. This is because this 
image is very small and you want it to stay clear.
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STEP 4: Getting the LinkedIn App

Setting Up a LinkedIn Account

Like most things these days, there is an app for your phone, too!

So if you’d like to take LinkedIn with you when you’re on the move, you can get the app 
from this page on the LinkedIn website.

STEP 5: Refinements

Select the dropdown arrow next to “Me” in the header strip.
1
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Setting Up a LinkedIn Account

Next select “View profile”.
2

Once you are in your profile, you can edit it by selecting the pen icon shown 
here.3

In the “Headline” box type in a headline 
sentence using keywords that help 
you make the right connections. For 
example Freelance Copywriter, Profile 
Summary Writer, Bio Developer, Biography 
Specialist. Once complete, select SAVE.

4
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Setting Up a LinkedIn Account

5 Continue working down the page by scrolling, completing each section as 
you go. Give comprehensive details of your work history, education, and 
so on.

DO NOT enter anything under the “Summary” section at this point. 

We will look at this very important area in great detail later.

Ensure you save everything as you go.

6 When you reach the Industry section, scroll down to find the best match. 
TIP – Writing and Editing appear at the end of the list.

7

Once you’ve completed your 
profile, select “Settings & 
Privacy.”

This section allows you to fine-
tune who can see what on your 
profile. It ’s important to make 
good choices here, because you 
want prospects to be able to find 
you easily.

8
Work your way down the page, 
selecting and refining each 
section as you go, by using 
“Change”.
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STEP 6: Returning to the Profile Summary Area

Setting Up a LinkedIn Account

To get back to the “Summary” section in prep for Part Two of this training, select the pen 
icon and then scroll down the page to the Summary section.
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